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Purpose

	The purpose of the document is to discuss and propose recommendations on the handling and distribution of airline proprietary data by the FAA.  Specifically addressed is the data generated to support the CDM Ground Delay Program Enhancements (GDP-E) and its primary data transfer tool, the Aggregate Demand List (ADL).



Background

	The Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) concept can be applied to any endeavor where a service provider and a service user interact in the operation of a system.  The concepts can apply equally to pipe line providers and gas and oil producers as it does to the FAA's operation of the National Air Space (NAS) system and airlines.

	A basic premise of CDM is that both users and service providers have information and elements of operational control that can affect the decision making process and overall system operations.  Therefore, freely exchanged information between user and service provider is crucial.

	Additionally, the distribution of decision making between users and service providers is highly dependant on the nature and quality of the shared information.

In the case under discussion here, the FAA Air Traffic Control Traffic Flow Management (ATC-TFM) system is considered the "Service Provider" and operators of aircraft (or fleets of aircraft) are the National Air Space (NAS) "Users".  An aircraft operators are here being defined as those individuals or organizations that are authorized to flight plan, delay and cancel specific flight operations.  At most airlines these control functions are performed at the Airline Operational Control Center (AOCC).

	Specifically, CDM GDP-E requires that AOCCs (or other user operations control personnel) and the Air Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC) be in two-way communication for the exchange of daily operational control information.

In summary, AOCCs send information about their planned daily operations (the demand on the NAS) and ATCSCC aggregates this information, adding to it new information about NAS constraints.  This enhanced data is sent back to the users Operational Control facility as the Aggregate Demand List (ADL).

The most direct use of the ADL is in the operation of a software application call Flight Situation Monitor (FSM).  FSM is designed to use the ADL to provide a graphical display of demand on a specific airport and to model the effect of various GDP strategies on that demand.

FSM is now available at many AOCCs as well as the ATCSCC.  This permits the NAS user and service provider to have the same picture of capacity and demand problems and work collaboratively toward their resolution.

This information and decision making interchange allows the user to become an active part of the solution instead of simply a passive part of the problem, while enhancing overall performance of the NAS.

It is highly likely that ADL recipients will want to develop new operational control applications around this data.



The Problem

	In order to create the augmented information contained in the ADL, individual airlines send specific and highly detailed information about their flight operations.  This data can and should be used appropriately to enhance the overall performance of the NAS.  It is possible however, that this data could be used inappropriately and negatively affect the data contributor.

	The problem is how to protect this sensitive data while supporting the data exchange and benefits gained under GDP-E.



Recommendations

	Since it is unlikely that we can predict all of the possible appropriate and inappropriate uses of this data we offer the following recommendations to both limit the distribution of the data and to protect airline proprietary information.

1) Limit the distribution of ADL files only to those organizations that can affect the real time execution of flight operations and contribute information to the CDM GDP-E process.

2) Allow non-FAA ATC-TFM recipients of the ADL to receive only a filtered version. This filter version of the ADL would contain all of the data contributed by the recipient but would mask the following data elements from other contributors.
a) Flight call sign (e.g. airline code and flight number)
b) Departure airport
c) Aircraft equipment type (but not category e.g. "Jet" or weight class e.g. "heavy")

3) Allow the recipients of the filtered ADL share this data with third parties for purpose other than control of daily NAS operations. Examples of such third party use might be analytical research or product development.

4) Encrypt the ADL files before leaving the FAA for transmission to non-FAA participants. Only the appropriate operational control end user would posses the required decryption key.


Rationale for the above recommendations

1) The underling purpose of exchanging information under the GDP-E process is to enhance the daily operations of the NAS. Therefore it would be inappropriate for the FAA to distribute the data for other endeavors.

2) By masking these, and only these data elements, we allow users of the ADL files in the FSM application almost complete functionality. Therefore data contributors can participate in the Collaborative Decision Making process needed to fulfill user and service provided roles under the GDP-E. By masking the individual flight identity we protect sensitive airline data from unauthorized use.

3) Since each non-FAA ATC-TFM recipient possesses only a filtered version of the ADL, the only potentially sensitive information the ADL could contain would be its own.  Therefore, allowing each recipient to use this information for purposes other than operational control still protects other data contributors while permitting each participant to determine how to use their own proprietary data.

4) It is possible, that a vendor under contract to one or more CDM participants that performs the communications functions for the exchange of TFM information between the FAA and the CDM participants, to collect proprietary ADL data from multiple airlines. This encryption ensures that no intermediate party can collect proprietary data and only the appropriately filtered ADL is received by the end user and remains responsible for its use.

